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Introduction To LP Farming

What is LP Farming:
"Yield farming is a way for people to generate rewards by providing liquidity, i.e. cryptocurrency 
deposits, to DeFi liquidity pools or staking pools. In short, users lock up their tokens into a 
participating DeFi app, and in exchange for this service the project automatically reward these 
“yield farmers” in crypto over time." - Quote from this article

Risks of LP Farming:
LP Farming is not without its risks and it's absolutely something people should do their own 
research on. It's more risky than straight up staking, but the corresponding rewards can also be 
greater if you understand what you're doing.

We HIGHLY recommend that everyone who's going to jump into LP Farming does some 
investigation. Here's a great article on the matter to get you started: 
https://www.bsc.news/post/connecting-metamask-wallet-to-the-binance-smart-chain

https://defipulse.com/blog/what-is-defi/
https://defipulse.com/blog/what-is-yield-farming-a-beginners-guide-to-passive-income-in-def
https://www.bsc.news/post/connecting-metamask-wallet-to-the-binance-smart-chain


Forever Farm LP Farming Innovations

Why is our LP Farming Different?:
Forever Farm is proud to put an innovative spin on traditional LP Farming. We have created a 
customized token contract that works in conjunction with our customized farming contract to 
create a self sustaining, never endling LP farm with amazing APY rewards!

How does it work?:
Our token contract next level features that allow us to pump the price of the token and 
simultaneously increase the APY for LP Farmers. This contract feature is able to remove tokens 
from the LP pool and send the to the LP farming reward pool. Each interaction also extends the 
Farm and adjusts the rewards to create the most innovative LP farming protocol DeFi has ever 
seen!



Ecosystem Mentality

What is an Ecosystem?:
Unfortunately, the term ecosystem is overused and completely misused in DeFi and crypto today. 
At Forever Farm we truly believe in the Ecosystem Mentality. This is only accomplished when 
each of your use cases and utilities work together, seamlessly to benefit the entire protocol. We 
are proud to offer one of the very few true ecosystems in the crypto space.



NFTs and NFT Game at Kennel Sphere

NFTs and NFT P2E on KennelSphere.com :
As mentioned in the previous section our utilities work together seamlessly to create a true 
ecosystem. One example of that is our NFT collection and their ability to be used in the Kennel 
Kombat NFT Game. Each minting of an NFT and each training of and NFT will create automatic 
buy backs of the F∞F Token. These tokens are automatically sent to the LP Farming reward pool 
to increase the APY for LP providers. In addition players of the game and holder of these NFTs can 
earn BNB by actively playing the game or passively by defending the attacks of other players!



Tokenomics

Tokenomics:
At Forever Farm we truly believe in fairness throughout the entire process. Our presale held on 
Gempad is completely fair with 0 whitelists. In addition, there are no team tokens, private sales 
or allocations to any groups. 

Token Name – Forever Farm 
Token Symbol- https://bscscan.com/token/0x51d0a28B1275014FF85C68A991862f7F30b9710b
Total Supply – 100,000
Contract Address: 0x51d0a28B1275014FF85C68A991862f7F30b9710b
BlockChain – BSC -
https://bscscan.com/token/0x51d0a28B1275014FF85C68A991862f7F30b9710b

Presale – 50,000
Initial Liquidity – 30,000
Initial LP Farming Rewards – 20,000

https://bscscan.com/token/0x51d0a28B1275014FF85C68A991862f7F30b9710b

